show that the LH has a small effect on the condensation of short-NRL arrays 37 but has an important condensation effect on medium-NRL arrays, which dimer has two protruding tails (H2A has four),
Introduction

47
The genome of every living organism contains the length was presented separately, 46 and an initial The nucleosome core surface with wrapped DNA without histone tails is modeled as an irregularly shaped rigid body with 300 optimized pseudo-surface charges (smallest white, pink, magenta, and blue spheres). The linker DNA (large red spheres) is treated using the discrete worm-like chain model. The histone tails are coarse grained as bead models (medium red, yellow, green, and blue spheres). The LH is modeled as three charged beads rigidly connected to the nucleosome (turquoise spheres). proximity while also avoiding steric clashes.
339
Results
340
Overall analyses
341
For each NRL we examine ( 
366
Important to our overall analysis is a description 367 of the internal organization of nucleosomes (see Fig.   368 3 for illustration of contacts) in a chromatin fiber by 369 a two-dimensional interaction-intensity matrix, I′(i,j) the accompanying normalized one-dimensional pro-
the relative intensity of interactions between nucleo-377 somes separated by k neighbors (Fig. 4) . 43 Thus, the 
407
The average dihedral angle is 180°when the 408 distance between nucleosomes i and i ± 3 is maximal.
409
As the fiber components reorient bringing nucleo-410 somes i and i ± 3 closer, this dihedral angle decreases. 
429
All these features will be detailed in the subsections 430 below.
431
Overall fiber structure as a function of a DNA show the highest linear packing density increase dimer distances ( Fig. 6a and b) . These fibers exhibit 
541
The effect of LH in favoring a zigzag structure 542 weakens for long NRL. This is because the DNA 543 linker is much longer than twice the size of the LH. (Fig. 4f) . When started from zigzag, the 226- The long linker lengths of these fibers, however, contacts, followed by H4 (Fig. 8a) . In these arrays, linker length (Fig. 8a) The tail interactions with parent linker DNAs are 700 mostly mediated by the H3 and H2A 2 tails (Fig. 8b) .
701
Their proximity to the linker DNA, length, and (Fig. 3d ).
806
Note that as shown in Supplemental Fig. S2 given in Supplemental Table S1 for the monova- Table S2 ).
997
DNA linker model and the oligonucleosome chain and other components of the chromatin array
1058 1059
1061 and Table 2 are non-integral for all the NRL studied, The total potential energy is expressed as the sum 1278 of stretching, bending, and torsional components of 1279 linker DNA, stretching of histone tails, intramolec-1280 ular bending of the histone tails, total electrostatic 1281 energy, and excluded volume terms:
1282 1283 The first three terms denote stretching,
1284 1285 bending, by: 
1315
The fifth term, E tB , represents the intramolecular 1316 bending contribution to the histone tail energies: that accounts for salt screening: Fig. S4 ).
1510
The local triplet angle for three consecutive 1511 nucleosomes is the angle defined by nucleosome 1512 centers {i,j + 1,i + 2}.
1513
The local dihedral angle is defined for four 1514 consecutive nucleosome centers {i,j + 1,i + 2,i + 3}
1515
(see Supplemental Fig. S4 ). 110 which calculates S 20,w using 1540 the radii of both the nucleosome core particle 1541 (5.0 nm) and the DNA bead (1.5 nm).
1542 Calculation of fiber packing ratio, curvature, and 1543 volume
1544
To calculate the fiber packing ratio (number of 1545 nucleosomes per 11 nm of fiber length) for each 1546 simulation frame, we first compute the length of the 1547 fiber axis passing through a chromatin fiber core 1548 (Supplemental Fig. S6 ). At each simulation frame, 1549 we define the fiber axis as a three-dimensional 1550 parametric curve r ax (i) = (r 1 ax (i),r 2 ax (i),r 3 ax (i)), where 1551 r j ax (i) (j = 1, 2, and 3) are three functions that return 1552 the center positions of the ith nucleosome (r i1 , r i2 , 1553 and r i3 ) in the x, y, or z direction, respectively. We 1554 approximate these functions with polynomials of 1555 
